
“Dear Vendor, 
 
As aware MAHAGENCO implemented new integrated eTendering SRM for carrying out it’s procurement. The 
primary purpose of adopting new technologies in the organisation is to optimise procurement strategy to work 
more effectively with contractors pool, to shorten procurement cycle, to develop long term relationship with 
contractors, to provide transparency in the complete procurement process.  
 
SRM being new system, you are experiencing teething trouble while using the same. They are getting resolved as 
when they get raised.   
 
As we know, vendor relationship playing vital role in the success of any organisation and vendors issues to be 
address on priority. MAHAGENCO management decided to arrange “Contractor Meet” at various power-stations 
from the week starting from 08.07.2019. During the meet, we will discuss about the advantages of SRM system; 
Issues & resolutions faced by vendors & feedback. 
 
Considering MAHAGENCO vendor base and to reach each and every vendor, the “Contractor Meet” is planned at 
respective locations; The schedule for MAHAGENCO “Contractor – Meet” is as below, 
 
1) 08.07.2019    Chandrapur STPS ; for all vendors nearby/of Chandrapur (Chandrapur STPS & Project) 
2) 09.07.2019    KhaperKheda TPS ; for all vendors nearby/of KhaperKheda (KhaperKheda TPS & Project) 
3) 10.07.2019    Koradi TPS; for all vendors nearby/of Koradi (Koradi TPS, Koradi Project, GC Office, Koradi Training 
Centre , Coal Office) 
4) 11.07.2019    Paras TPS; for all vendors nearby/of Paras 
5) 12.07.2019    Bhusawal TPS; for all vendors nearby/of Bhusawal (Bhusawal TPS, Bhusawal Project, Sakri) 
6) 16.07.2019    Nashik TPS; for all vendors nearby/of Nashik (NAshik TPS, Nashik Hydro, Nashik  Training Centre) 
7) 19.07.2019    Parli TPS; for all vendors nearby/of Parli (Parli TPS, Parli Project) 
 
The plant wise purchase representative detail is as follows: 
 

PLANT REPRESENTATIVE DESGN DATE MOBILE NO E-MAIL ID VENUE 
Chandrapur 
STPS 

Mr.Suhas Jadhao SE (RP) 08.07.2019 8411958728 - Zep 
Sabhagruh, 
Urjabhawan 
(Admin 
building) 

KHAPERKHE
DA TPS 

Mr.Shegokar E.E. (CPS) 09.07.2019 8411978643 - Admin Bldg 
Conference 
Hall 

PARAS TPS Mr. D.U.Damodhar S.E. 
(MPD) 

11.07.2019 8879680452 dudamodhar@gmail.
com 

- 

Nasik TPS Mr. P M Shinde  E.E. 
( RMC) 

16.07.2019 8411959573 e_tender.nsk@maha
genco.in 

- 

 

 
It is requested you to attend the same, at your registered locations or the location’s nearby your city. 
Please note all meets will starts at 11:00HRS. 
 
Thanks, 
Team MAHAGENCO” 
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